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ABSTRACT
The objective of the present study was comparing attribution styles and emotional intelligence of
the successful and unsuccessful female high school students in Ahvaz, controlling for the intelligence.
The population of this study consisted of the successful and unsuccessful female high school students
in Ahvaz. The sample of successful and unsuccessful students consisted of 50 high school students each
group, who were selected randomly by multi stage sampling method. The instruments used in this study
were the Attribution Styles Questionnaire (ASQ) of Seligman and Sing, Self-Rated Emotional
Intelligence Inventory (SREII) of Schutt, Raven Standard Progressive Matrices and the grade point
average of the students. Also, MANCOVA test was used for analyzing the data. The result of
MANCOVA revealed that there was significant differences between in successful and unsuccessful
students attribution styles (and its subscales) of the. Also, negative attribution style of the unsuccessful
students was more than that of successful group, but positive attribution style of the successful group
was more than that of unsuccessful students. In addition, there was significant difference between
successful and unsuccessful students’ emotional intelligence (and its subscales).
Keywords: successful student; unsuccessful student; attribution styles; emotional intelligence;
intelligence

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the important issues in each countries training and education is to consider the
failure causes. Many students fail yearly because of different reasons. These failures as a
negative consequence led to the failure expectation in future and as a result reduce student’s
motivations. It also caused them to view themselves as weak and unable and it led to generalize
unsuccessful experiences to another situations of their lives, during recent decades, the rate of
researches about internal and external factors in student learning, especially studies to find a
relationship between students beliefs and thinking and their achievements have been increased.
This way many researchers have been interested in studying attributions in training; they are
interested in which factors play roles in student’s success or failure, or how much they affect it.
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One of these factors is emotional intelligence. Considering emotional aspects can affect
student’s education conditions directly or indirectly.
In this way, Parker et al (2004), showed that there is a relationship between emotional
intelligence and education performance. In other words, increasing emotional intelligence the
student achievements increase too. Also, Adeoye and Emeke (2010), concluded that training
emotional intelligence and self-efficacy increase the first grade student performances,
meanwhile teaching emotional intelligence more affects the student achievements than teaching
self-efficacy. The attribution theory is attribution cognitive attitude which studies the causation
perception procedure within individuals .the attribution style concept points to attribution
interpretive style that people usually offer for certain events. The attribution theory that comes
from Jolian Rotter locus of control was given by Bernard Weiner. Weiner considered three
dimensions for attribution: the control special dimension contains two internal and external
poles; the stability dimension considered that the cause remains stable or change over time. As
an example, effort is an element which individual can change it from one time to.whereas ability
is attribution thing that is stable in people opinions. The last dimension that is controllability,
points to attribution spectra of affairs that individual can changes it, such as mood, others
activities, chance.
In attribution research by Zuckerman et al (1998) results showed that education
performance has attribution relationship with the student attribution style. In this context,
Schelly (2005) concluded that successful student have attribution sense of self_ efficacy than
controlling by others. So, assigned their successes to internal causes and controllable ones….
Studies about the success and failure of the students show that various factors affect
student’s education progress such as individual, academic, family and social factors. According
to Anastarzi intelligence is not the only determinative factor of the success in life, but at least
it is effective in attribution part of individual differences in education performance. Education
performance at school is relatively depends on the intelligence but it also is related to the
motives, practical skills and emotional reactions at school and other factors. Of course
interpreting the intelligence as a predictor for success or failure it should be noted that failed
students might have not been able to show the essential abilities for education success, this does
not mean that they don’t have specific abilities. Since today intelligence is not considered as
attribution general ability but also the ability patterns vary from one person to another (Masen
et al, 2008). The importance of the research topic created a motivation within the researchers
to conduct this research to take a positive step towards specifying some factors of education
success reduction and remove them; as the training psychologists have always been interested
in facilitating the students learning conditions and environments. So this research can solve
some of the existing training problems .the research main objective is to compare the attribution
styles to emotional intelligence in the successful and unsuccessful female high school students
in Ahvaz.
2. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
This research has examined the following hypotheses:
1. There are some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of attribution styles and emotional intelligence.
2. There are some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of attribution styles positive and negative small scales and
intelligence controlling.
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3. There are some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of attribution styles positive small scales and intelligence
controlling.
4. There are some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of the internal/external dimensions of the positive attribution styles
and intelligence controlling.
5. There is some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of the stable/unstable dimensions of the positive attribution styles
and intelligence controlling.
6. There is some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of the controllable/uncontrollable dimensions of the positive
attribution styles and intelligence controlling.
7. There is some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of attribution styles negative small scales and intelligence
controlling.
8. There are some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of the internal/external dimensions of the negative attribution styles
and intelligence controlling.
9. There are some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of the stable/unstable dimensions of the negative attribution styles
and intelligence controlling.
10. There are some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of the controllable/uncontrollable dimensions of the negative
attribution styles and intelligence controlling.
11. There are some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of the emotional intelligence and its factors.
12. There are some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of the intelligence evaluation and its tools.
13. There are some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of the emotion regulation with the intelligence control.
14. There are some differences between the successful and unsuccessful female high school
students in Ahvaz in terms of the emotion exploitation with the intelligence control.
3. STATISTICAL SOCIETY AND SAMPLING METHOD
The statistical society of this research consisted of all the female high school students in
Ahvaz who were studying during 2012-2013. The sampling method in this research was as
follow: at first from the four areas of education and training, two areas were chosen and among
the female high schools in the region, 10 ones were selected randomly.
Then, we took census and refer to the student academic documents and prepared
attribution list of the successful and unsuccessful students based on the given measure (the rate
of their passes and the secondary third grade averages and the first half of the high school first
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grade) from them a sample included 100 students (50 successful and 50 failed) were selected
randomly using multilevel randomly sampling.
Tools and their stabilities and validities: in this research four types of tools were used to
measure variables all of which are determined in a stabilized form.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Self-Rated Emotional Intelligence Inventory (SREII)
Raven Standard Progressive Matrices
Attribution Style questionnaire(ASQ)
The third grade secondary school students and first grade high school students
averages in the first semester

3. 1. Schutt Self-Rated Emotional Intelligence Inventory (SREII)
Schutt Self-Rated Emotional Intelligence Inventory (SREII) (1998) is a paper-pencil
questionnaire that contains 33 substances. Examinees should respond each substances which
regulated in one likert five grades scale( completely disagree score 1 and completely agree score
5).
This questionnaire has been given by Schutt (1998) based on the Mayer & Salovey (1997)
emotional intelligence theoretical model and includes 3 constituents :1. Emotion evaluation and
expressing ( I think it is difficult to perceive non-verbal messages), 2.emotion regulation (I am
seeking activities that happy me) and 3. Emotion exploitation (when I feel a change in my spirit
I would like to find new ideas).
3. 2. The validity of the emotional intelligence questionnaire
Khosro Javid (2001) obtained the internal correlative coefficients of the questionnaire as
0/81, emotional regulation as 0/78, emotion evaluation as 0/67 and emotion exploitation as
0/50. In this research Kronakhalfa method (Spirman-Broan and Gatman) used to measure
questionnaire stability coefficients.
The emotional intelligence was 0/84, the emotion evaluation scales, emotion regulation
and exploitation were 0/67,0/63 and 0/59 respectively. That showed that the questionnaire has
acceptable internal correlation.
The internal correlation coefficients of the questionnaire for emotional intelligence was
0/84, for subscales, evaluation, regulation and exploitation were 0/76, 0/66 and 0/55
respectively (Ciarrochi and Deane, 2000). In the present study the factorial analysis method and
main factors analysis were used to measure the questionnaire stability and validity.
Studying the appropriateness of the questionnaire data using Bartlett Sphericity Test
(MANCOVA) was 0/73 that value indicates the questionnaire good content sampling. Also the
Khi2 value was 1140/353 that was significant.
To find the emotional intelligence questionnaire stability the main factors analysis was
used using rotation and Arimax methods. In this analysis three elements have been found that
Eskeri test diagram and the questionnaire theoretical base support this reasoning.
These three elements determine 33/02 % of the question variances. Table 1 shows the
factorial loads of the 33 elements of the emotional intelligence questionnaire.
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Table 1. The factorial loads of the emotional intelligence questionnaire substances using rotation and
Erimax method.
Emotion
exploitation

substances

Emotion
regulation

substances

Emotion
evaluation

substances

0/11
0/65
0/64
0/34
0/11
0/34
0/16
0/65
0/36
0/52
-

1
2
5
8
14
20
24
24
30
31
-

0/55
0/14
0/51
0/34
0/38
0/16
0/65
0/12
0/64
0/44
-

3
4
10
12
13
11
21
23
25
28
-

0/56
0/41
0/56
0/14
0/35
0/32
0/16
0/14
0/62
0/38
0/11
0/42
0/48

4
6
4
11
16
15
18
14
22
21
26
32
33

3. 3. Adult Rion test
A Rion head matrix was published by Rion in 1943. Today it is used as the best index for
measuring public intelligence which in this research was used to measure the student’s
intelligence rate. The conducted researches in Iran indicate its stability in Iran cultural
environment. More than 500 researches have been performed in this area that showed the high
validity coefficients in different conditions, ages and cultures.
The attribution style questionnaire (ASQ): The last revised attribution style questionnaire
has been offered in 1992 by Sing and Semmelthat is used to measure positive or negative
thinking styles. this questionnaire is attribution self-report tool includes 12 assuming situations
(48 questions) and the examinee is asked to assume that situation and decide about the main
cause of it; at last calibrated it in seven grades questionnaire (Peterson, Semmel, Von Beyer,
Abramson, Metalsky (1982). In this questionnaire each substance is graded from 1 to 7. For
each of 6 positive situations, 1 is the lowest grade and 7 is the highest one. Thus, for 6 negative
situations 1 is the highest and 7 is the lowest grade. Also the 1 question of each situation is to
better understand the other question. Moreover, positive questions are numbers 1,3,6,9,10,12
and negative questions are 2, 4 , 5, 7, 8, 11.
Attribution styles questionnaire stability and validity: In the present research the
Kronbakhalfa and Tansif methods were used to study the Attribution styles questionnaire
stability. The questionnaire substances stability coefficient for positive attribution style was
0/93 through Kronbakhalfa and Tasnif were 0/68, 0/61, for negative attribution style wee 0/63,
0/58, 0/41 respectively. Rajabi obtained the questionnaire stability by factorial analysis method
that in the first factor that is the positive attribution style of the substances factorial loads ranged
from 0/55 to 0/67 and factorial loads in second factor that is negative attribution styles ranged
from 0/40 to 0/68. In this research the structure stability method (factorial analysis) was used
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to measure attribution style questionnaire stability. Two elements were obtained by this method.
They are positive and negative attribution styles. To study the appropriateness of the attribution
style data the BartletKroit Test (MANCOVA) was used that was 0/83.; this value shows the
good content sampling of the questionnaire. To analyze the attribution style questionnaire
factors the main elements analysis method was used. Then to identify the probable factors the
rotation and Erimax methods were used. These two elements confirm the total variances of the
questionnaire substances as 41/19. As attribution result firdt element bears 30/63 variance and
second one bears 10/56 variance. Table 2 shows the substance factorial loads of each double
element.
Table 2. The attribution style questionnaire substances factorial loads using rotation and Erimax
method.
Factorial
Negative factorial load (factor 2)

Positive attribution style (factor 1)
0/40

0/53
0/58
0/61
0/50
0/88
0/64
0/51
0/65
0/60
0/14
0/68

loads
1
2
3
1
6
5
4
8
4
10
11
12

The mean averages of the third grade secondary school students and high school first
grade students first semester: To classify the students into two successful and unsuccessful
groups, the mean averages of the secondary third grade and first semester of the high school
first grade during 2012-2013 was obtained for each student. Student whose average was higher
than 17 was considered as successful and student whose average was lower than 12 was
considered as unsuccessful.
4. FINDINGS
To analyze hypothesis in this research the multiple analysis of covariance (MANCOVA)
was used and to analyze data the SPSS software version 16 was used. Table 3 summarized the
multivariable covariance analysis results to compare the averages of attribution style and
emotional intelligence in two high school first grade successful and unsuccessful female
student.
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Table 3. Attribution summary of the multivariable covariance analysis results to compare the averages
of attribution style and emotional intelligence in two high school first grade successful and
unsuccessful female student.
Statistical
value

ratio (F)

freedom degree
(df)

mistake (df)

significance level
(p)

index

0/54

44/12

2

45

0/001

Pillai’s Trace

0/32

44/12

2

45

0/001

2/04

44/12

2

45

0/001

Hotelling’s Trace

2/04

44/12

2

45

0/001

Roy’s Largest
Root

Wilks’ Lambda

With respect to Table 3 it can be inferred that controlling the intelligence between two
groups of the students there is at least some difference in terms of one of the dependent variables
(attribution styles and emotional intelligence). To examine the difference, one-way covariance
analysis was performed on MANCOVA context on the dependent variables. Table 4 shows
one-way covariance analysis results in MANCOVA context to compare two groups’ averages
in attribution style variables and emotional intelligence with intelligence controlling.
Table 4. One-way covariance analysis results in MANCOVA context to compare two groups’
averages in attribution style variables and emotional intelligence with intelligence controlling.
test

group

dependent
variable

sum of squares
(ss)

freedom
degree (fd)

squares
averages
(sa)

ratio
(F)

significance
level
(p)

Attribution
styles

1366/18

1

1366/18

21/84

0/001

Emotional
intelligence

12461/542

1

12461/542

14/81
3

0/001

Regarding Table 4 there is attribution difference between two groups in both variables.
Results show that in hypothesis 1 there is attribution difference between attribution styles and
emotional intelligence of the students. In hypothesis 1.1 there is attribution difference between
two groups in using attribution styles and its significance is p < 0/001 and confirmed. Table 5
summarizes the multivariable covariance analysis results to compare positive and negative
attribution styles averages with intelligence controlling in two groups.
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Table 5. Summary of the multivariable covariance analysis results to compare positive and negative
attribution styles averages with intelligence controlling in two groups.
Statistical

value

ratio

freedom degree
(fd)

mistake

significance level
(p)

0/64

54/34

2

45

0/001

Pillai’s Trace

0/10

54/34

2

45

0/001

Wilks’ Lambda

1/11

54/34

2

45

0/001

Hotelling’s Trace

1/11

54/34

2

45

0/001

Roy’s Largest Root

index

Table 5 shows that there is attribution significant difference between two groups at least
in one of the positive or negative attribution styles .to identify the difference, one-way
covariance analysis was performed on each positive or negative attribution styles. Table 6
shows the one-way covariance analysis results in the MANCOVA context to compare the
positive or negative attribution styles in two groups of the first grade high school successful
and unsuccessful female students.
Table 6. One-way covariance analysis results in the MANCOVA context to compare the positive or
negative attribution styles in two groups of the first grade high school successful and unsuccessful
female students.

variable

Attribution
styles

Subscales

Sum of
Squaresres
(ss)

Positive Attribution
style

10101/44

Negative attribution
style

1246/41

Freedom
degree
(df)

Square
means
(MS)

ratio
(F)

Significa
nce level
(p)

1

10101/44

138/16

0/001

1

1246/41

10/03

0/002

Table 6 shows that in hypothesis 1.1.1 there is a significant difference between students
in terms of positive attribution style and this hypothesis is p< 0/001 and confirmed. Regarding
the groups means the successful group with (111/76) uses more positive attribution than
unsuccessful group with (83/18). Also, in hypothesis 1.1.2 there is attribution significant
difference between successful and unsuccessful students in terms of negative attribution styles
and this is p < 0/002 and confirmed. Also, regarding the groups means, the successful group
with (68/88) uses less negative attributions than unsuccessful group with (74/74). Table 7 shows
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the multivariable covariance analysis results to compare positive subscale attribution styles
averages with intelligence controlling in two groups.
Table 7. The multivariable covariance analysis results to compare positive subscale attribution styles
means with intelligence controlling in two groups.
Statistical

value

ratio
(F)

Hypothesis
freedom degree
(df)

error
(df)

Significance
level
(p)

0/64

15/85

3

46

0/001

Pillai’s Trace

0/10

15/85

3

46

0/001

Wilks’ Lambda

1/18

15/85

3

46

0/001

Hotelling’sTrac

1/18

15/85

3

46

0/001

Roy’s Largest
Root

index

Table 7 shows that there is a significant relationship between group means at least in one
of the positive attribution style scales. To identify the difference, one-way covariance analysis
in MANCOVA context was performed on one of the positive attribution style subscales. Table
8 shows the one-way covariance analysis results in MANCOVA context on one of the positive
attribution style scales to compare two groups’ positive attribution style scales. Table 8 shows
that there is attribution difference at least in one of the positive attribution style subscales among
groups. To identify the difference, one-way covariance analysis was performed on each positive
attribution style subscales. Table 8 shows the results of the one-way covariance analysis to
compare two successful and unsuccessful first grade females positive attribution style
subscales.
Table 8. One-way covariance analysis results in MONCOVA context on one of the positive
attribution style scales to compare two groups positive attribution style scales.

variable

Positive
attribution
styles

Subscales

Square sums
(SS)

Freedom
degree
(df)

Square
means
(MS)

ratio
(F)

Significance
level
(p)

Internal/external
dimension

1325/88

1

1325/88

110/21

0/001

Stable/unstable
dimension

1242/65

1

1242/65

81/46

0/001

Controllability/uncon
trollability dimension

843/16

1

843/16

54/44

0/001
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Regarding the table, there is a significant relationship between successful and
unsuccessful students in positive attribution style internal/external dimension. This hypothesis
is confirmed. In addition, with respect to the group means, the successful group with mean (38)
used more internal attributions in positive situations than unsuccessful group with (27/9). In
hypothesis 1.1.1.2 there is a significant relationship between successful and unsuccessful
students in positive attribution styles stable- unstable dimension. This hypothesis is confirmed
by p < 0/001. Also, the successful group with 37/2 uses more stable attributions than
unsuccessful group with 26/6. Finally, in hypothesis 1.1.1.3 there is a positive relationship
between successful and unsuccessful students in positive attribution styles controllabilityuncontrollability dimension this was confirmed by p < 0/001 significance. Regarding the
means, successful group with 36/56 uses more controllable attributions in positive situations
then unsuccessful group with 28/68. Table 9 summarized the results of the multivariate
covariance analysis to compare negative attribution styles subscales intelligence two groups.
Table 9. The summary of the results of the multivariate covariance analysis to compare negative
attribution styles subscales intelligence two groups.

value

ratio
(F)

Freedom
degree
(df)

mistake
(df)

Significance
level
(p)

Statistical
index
Test name

0/32

16/15

3

46

0/001

Pillai’s Trace

0/54

16/15

3

46

0/001

Wilks’ Lambda

0/18

16/15

3

46

0/001

Hotelling’s Trac

0/18

16/15

3

46

0/001

Roy’s Largest Root

Table 9 shows that there is a difference between group means in at least one of the
negative attribution styles subscales intelligence two groups. To identify difference one-way
covariance analysis was performed at each negative attribution style subscales. Table 10
summarized the results of the one-way covariance analysis to compare negative attribution style
subscales in two groups.
Table 10 shows that in hypothesis 1.1.2.1, there is a significant relationship between
successful and unsuccessful students in negative attribution style internal/external dimension.
This was confirmed by p < 0/05. Regarding the group means , the successful group with 25/12
used more internal attribution in negative situations than unsuccessful group with 21/14. In
hypothesis 1.1.2.2 there is a significant relationship between two groups in negative attribution
style stable-unstable dimension. This was confirmed by p < 0/001. Regarding the means, the
successful group with 22/92 used less stable attributions in negative situations than the
successful group. Finally, in hypothesis 1.1.2.3 there is a significant relationship between
successful and unsuccessful students in negative attribution style controllability/
uncontrollability dimension. This was confirmed by p < 0/001. Regarding the means, the
successful group with 20/84 used less controllable attributions than the unsuccessful group by
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24/96. In other words, successful students use more uncontrollable attributions in failure
situations. Table 11 shows the results of the multivariate covariance analysis to compare
emotional intelligence subscale means in two successful and unsuccessful female students.
Table 10. Results of the one-way covariance analysis to compare negative attribution style subscales
in two groups.

variable

negative
attribution
styles

subscales

Square
sums
(SS)

Internal/external
dimension

165/81

Stable/unstable
dimension
Controllability/u
ncontrollability
dimension

Freedom
degree
(df)

Square
means
(MS)

ratio
(F)

Significance
level
(p)

1

165/81

4/01

0/06

434/41

1

434/41

11

0/001

165/03

1

165/03

14/01

0/001

Table 11. The results of the multivariate covariance analysis to compare emotional intelligence
subscale means in two successful and unsuccessful female students.
Statistical index

ratio
(F)

Freedom
degree
(df)

mistake
(df)

significance
(p)

0/56

64/03

3

46

0/001

Pillai’s Trace

0/31

64/03

3

46

0/001

Wilks’ Lambda

1/85

64/03

3

46

0/001

Hotelling’sTrac

1/85

64/03

3

46

0/001

Roy’s Largest Root

value

Test name

68
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Table 12. One-way covariance analysis results to compare two successful and unsuccessful female
group emotional intelligence subscale means.

variable

Selfinability

subscales

Square sums
(SS)

Freedom
degree
(df)

Square
means
(MS)

ratio
(F)

significance
(p)

Intelligence and
measurments

1834/04

1

1834/04

88/01

0/001

Intelligence
regulation

1345/60

1

1345/60

48/61

0/001

Intelligence
exploitation

446/62

1

446/62

14/24

0/001

Table 11 shows that there is a significant relationship between emotional intelligence
subscales at least in one of them. To identify the difference, one-way covariance analysis was
performed on each emotional intelligence subscales. Table 12 shows the one-way covariance
analysis results to compare two successful and unsuccessful female group emotional
intelligence subscale means. Table 12 shows that in hypothesis 1.2.1 the claiming self-inability
of the unsuccessful group is higher than the successful one. This is confirmed by p > 0/001. In
hypothesis 1.2.2, unsuccessful group behavioral self-inability is higher than the successful one.
This is confirmed by p < 0/001.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Results of the one-way and multivariate covariance analysis show that there is a
significant relationship between successful and unsuccessful students in attribution style types.
This is confirmed by p < 0/001. There is a significant relationship between successful and
unsuccessful students in positive/negative attribution styles. Students who offer general and
stable interpretations for bad events are probably less successful than students who interpret
bad events with respect to external and unstable causes. In addition, students who offer external
and unstable interpretations for positive events are probably less successful than students who
interpret positive events with respect to internal and stable causes (Dadsetan, 2003). Findings
are in agreement with researches by Zuckerma et al (1998).
Results of the one-way and multivariate covariance analysis show that there is a
significant relationship between successful and unsuccessful students in emotional intelligence
and its subscales and hypotheses 1.2,1.2.1,1.2.2,1.2.3 are at the significance level of p < 0/001
and are confirmed. If the individual able intelligently can better faces the life’s problems.
Intelligence capabilities are effective in determining proper intelligence responses facing daily
events, extending ideological view and making positive attitude towards realities and
intelligences.
Thus, persons who are able to identify, control and apply these and have positive
intelligences and feelings have high potential comparing to the persons with annoying and
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negative feelings and thinking and are gain more success. The obtained results from these
hypotheses are in line with Adeoye & Emeke (2010), Paker et al (2004). In conclusion,
according the research findings teachers and parents are advised to encourage students to relate
their failures to some elements that can be controlled, this way we can prevent harmful
consequences. In addition, teacher insisting on the controllable internal elements as the main
cause of success can increase the student’s success prediction abilities. The students learning
environment should be in attribution form in which they can acquire more successful
experiences to try more and achieve more. Moreover, it is suggested to the teachers and parents
to improve emotional intelligence in unsuccessful students.
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